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In chapter one I start with the definition of the exoplanets, explaining how
astronomers detect them. Then, we give a detailed description about the
direct and indirect detection methods, how exoplanets can be found, which
characteristics can be learned from these methods, how many exoplanets
have been found so far.
In the 1963, the first exoplanet was announced in Nature Magazine. It
was orbiting around Barnards star that is located 1.8 pc from the Earth.
After almost ten years later this announcement was denied. People were wit-
nessing the not genuine discoveries until the first exoplanet was discovered, in
1991. This detection was a milestone for exoplanet researchers. Researchers
understood that these exoplanets were faint and too small with respect to
their parent stars, making them hard to detect directly. Therefore, differ-
ent methods were developed to find any signature of their presence around
their host star. For example they were discovered thanks to the gravitational
effects between host star and planet.
After decades, with the help of growing technology and improved instru-
ments, scientist were able to find more and more exoplanet signals. As-
tronomers use some methods that can be direct and indirect. These different
methods are sensible to only some characteristics of planets. The information
gathered with these methods are complementary to each other and manda-
tory to completely shape the exoplanet system. With the help of the these
different methods, researchers obtain a great deal of information about prop-
erties of planetary systems.
Up to now more than 4696 extrasolar planets have been found
(http://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/). The detection techniques are
grouped in direct and indirect methods.
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Figure 1.1: Example of blue/red-shift of the light coming from a star within
an exoplanet orbiting around it. The doppler shift is due to the movement
of the host star around the common center of mass of the system.
(https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File%3ARadial Velocity Exoplanet Detection.png)
Direct method consists in the direct detection of the exoplanets from the
image. However, it is very hard to achieve. Indirect methods refer to those
methods that detect indirectly the presence of the planet: radial-velocity
measurements, transit detections, astrometry, gravitational microlensing. Ba-
sically, radial-velocity measurements and transit method are good for detect-
ing planets whose orbit is close to their parent star. Whereas, astrometry
method is better for the detection of planets which have large orbital radius.
In the following sections I will describe these methods.
1.1 Indirect Methods
Astronomers had much better experience using indirect detection methods.
They observe the effects on the host stars since planets and host stars orbit
around the common center of mass.
1.1.1 Radial-Velocity Method
The radial-velocity method, also known as doppler shift, is one of the most
successful planet finding method and many planets have been detected with
it. The first exoplanet discovered with the radial-velocity method was discov-
ered by Mayor and Queloz (1995). They analyzed the radial velocity signal
obtained from the solar-type star 51 Peg, and found a Jupiter-mass planet
orbiting around the star with a period of 4.23 d.
Basically, this method is based on analyzing the spectrum of the star. If a
star hosts an exoplanet, it is possible to detect a change of its radial velocity
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Figure 1.2: Planet mass as a function of the separation from their host star
for planets discovered with radial-velocity method.
(Data from: http://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/)
due to its motion around the center of mass of the star-planet system. If
the object is moving away from the observer, a red shift of the lines in the
spectrum can be seen by the observer; if it is moving towards the observer
a blue shift can instead be seen by the observer. In figure 1.1 an example
of these blue/red are shown. The most important parameter that can be
learned from the radial-velocity technique is the minimum mass MP ∗ sini,
MP is the planet mass and i is the inclination of the planets orbit) of the
planet.
For the future of the radial-velocity technique, the question is whether
this method can be able to find smaller planets at large semi-major axis.
Every year the number of detected exoplanet increases. However, to find the
small size planet at wide orbital range, observers need more sensitive and
precise instruments.
Up to now, 597 planets have been detected with radial-velocity method
(http://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/). In figure 1.2 we plot the mass
of the exoplanets discovered with the radial velocity method as a function of
the separation from its host star (semi-major axis).
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Figure 1.3: Planets and Sun are moving around the common center of mass.
This figure is the representation of the changing of the center of mass during
time.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Methods of detecting exoplanets)
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Figure 1.4: Background star is lensed by another foreground star, while
the ellipses show the corresponding lensed image. Small circles displays the
location of the source star. Largest black circle is the Einstein Ring. Plus
symbol represents the lens star (Fischer et al. 2014).
1.1.2 Astrometric Method
Periodical changes in the position of the star can be caused by gravitational
interaction between the star and its companion(s). In figure 1.3, the changing
position of the Solar-system center of mass can be seen. Until now, the
astrometric method has not been promising due to different limitations even
if it is important because its results may be complementary with those coming
from different techniques.
However, this method is hard to operate. Indeed, the astrometric sig-
natures (wobble) of an exoplanet are very small and very hard to detect.
Therefore it requires long temporal baselines and high astrometric precisions
that are extremely hard to obtain with ground-based observations. So far,
only one exoplanet has been detected with astrometric method (Sahlmann et
al. 2013). Luckily, thanks to the accomplished launch of the Gaia satellite,
searching of planets using astrometric method will be more promising than
before.
1.1.3 Gravitational Microlensing
Gravitational microlensing stems from gravitational lens originally used for
galaxies. An object (the lens) will bend the light that comes from background
object (the source). This effect can produce various distorted and bright
images of the source object. An excellent alignment of stellar objects will
lead to symmetric images around the lensing object also called as Einstein
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Figure 1.5: When the lens star (red) passes in front of background star, the
brightness is increased (left). If there is a planet orbiting the lens star, it
will create an additional spike.
(https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/life-unbounded/gravitational-mesolensing-
and-the-hunt-for-exoplanet/))
ring (Renn et al. 1997). This event happens only if two objects are perfectly
aligned. In figure 1.4 an example of the possible configuration is presented.
If two stars are perfectly aligned along the line of sight, a magnification
of the lensed-star image can be observed. When the lensing star has a planet
orbiting around, the gravitational effect of the planet makes an additional
effect that it can be easily observed. The source star gets brighter, then there
is a small spike of brightness due to the planet orbiting around the lens star.
As soon as the lens star moves out of the alignment, the brightness of the
background star starts to decrease (see figure 1.5).
Astronomers cannot foresee these lensing events. They can not predict
where and when lensing events will occur. Therefore, they have to observe a
wide area for long periods. The chance to observe two stars along the same
line of sight is around one in 10−6 (Schneider et al. 1999). Due to the high
number of stars in the Galactic bulge, the gravitational microlensing method
could be an alternative method to find planets between Earth and center of
the Galaxy.
The microlensing event is good for finding planets within few AU (Per-
ryman et al. 2000) from Sun-like stars. However, with this method it is im-
possible to repeat a measurement because the chance of having two stars on
the same line of sight twice is zero. The only parameters that can be learned
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Figure 1.6: Same as figure 1.2 but for planets discovered by gravitational
microlensing. (Data from: http://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/)
from the lensing event are the mass and orbital distance of the planet.
Sometimes exoplanets are not hosted by any star (the so-called free-
floating planets) and the microlensing method is probably the only way to
detect them. Furthermore, with accurate observations of the background
stars, the microlensing method should show how often these microlensing
events can be seen.
Up to now only 41 planets were discovered with this method
(http://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/). In figure 1.6 green dots repre-
sent the planets found by gravitational microlensing method in the planet-
mass versus seperation plane.
1.1.4 Transit Method
Up to now, all methods were aimed to detect the gravitational effects of the
planet on stars. Transit method measures the fraction of star light blocked
by a planet passing along the line of sight and give information about the
size of the planet.
As soon as the exoplanet passes in front of the host star, it will cause a
decrease of certain amount of star’s light at every orbit. Exact measurement
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of the star’s brightness can display transit events.
The first exoplanet found by transit method was HD209458b. The planet
was first discovered with the radial-velocity method then with a photometric
follow-up a transit event was found. The transit depth due to HD209458b
was about 1.7% of the star flux (Charbonneau et al. 2000 and Henry et al.
2000).
The major benefit of the transit method is that the size of the planet can
be measured from the transits. Therefore, once the mass of the exoplanet
is known from radial-velocity measurements, the density of the planet can
be estimated, allowing astronomers to gather information about the physical
properties of the exoplanets.
Major drawback of this method is that orbital plane of the planet should
be across the line of sight of the observer. Another problem could be the
presence of background eclipsing binaries that could mime a planetary transit
in the light curves.
After 2009, the number of detected planets beyond the solar system with
transit method increased thanks to NASA’s Kepler mission. It was a mile-
stone for the exoplanet detection until a reaction-wheel failure in 2013 (de-
tailed information in Chapter 2).
Until now, 2693 exoplanets have been discovered by the transit method
(http://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/). In figure 1.7 we plot mass ver-
sus semi-major axis for transiting exoplanets.
1.2 Direct Method: Direct Imaging
A tiny fraction of light coming from the exoplanet can sometimes be detected.
However, in general it is very hard to find a possible exoplanet and hard to
detect directly from its parent star.
Exoplanets can be detected with their thermal emission. If the host
star is Sun-like star, and the planet is big (possibly bigger than Jupiter),
it can be detected around its host star. If the planet is hot enough that
emits thermal radiation, then in the infrared images possible exoplanets will
be more brighter than at visible wavelengths. Furthermore, in the infrared
regime the difference between star and planet emission is larger, and hence
the planet is more detectable. The biggest challenge for astronomers is to
separate the light that is coming from the possible exoplanet from its host
star. This problem can be solved by using Point Spread Function (PSF)
subtraction, coronagraphs and adaptive optics.
The idea consists in subtracting the unwanted light and highlight the
other objects in the image. Coronagraphs are designed to prevent the light
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Figure 1.7: As in figures 1.2 and 1.6 but for planets detected by transit
method. (Data from: http://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/)
coming from the star to reach the focal plane. Originally they were used
to only study the corona of the sun. In figure 1.8 there is an example of
chronographic image of star Fomalhaut and its planet Fomalhaut b taken
with HST (Hubble Space Telescope) STIS (Space Telescope Imaging Spec-
trograph, Kalas et al. 2013). Coronagraphs are becoming main equipments
for telescope that directly image exoplanets with ground-based facilities. Ob-
servations from the ground encounter the problem of the atmospheric turbu-
lence. In figure 1.9, there is an example of the direct detection of HR8799
planets.
A promising instrument for exoplanet direct imaging is SPHERE (Spectro-
Polarimetric High-contrast Exoplanet REsearch instrument) placed on VLT
(Very Large Telescope) (Beuzit et al. 2008). SPHERE is a planet hunter
that uses adaptive optics and a chronographic system and its aim is to find
giant exoplanets orbiting stars.
Despite its promising results, direct imaging method for finding the plan-
ets beyond Solar System, is still i progress. Astronomers have high ex-
pectation that in the near future this method will be an important way
to understand the characterization of exoplanets such as atmospheric com-
positions. With this method, only 43 planets have been discovered so far
(http://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/).
In figure 1.10, there is an overview plot mass vs. separation in which all
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Figure 1.8: Chronagraphic image of Fomalhaut and Fomalhaut b. Corono-
graph blocks a large fraction of light from the host star and therefore the
exoplanet in the small square can be detected (Kalas et al. 2013).
Figure 1.9: HR8799 observed with Gemini telescope in Hawaii, using adaptive
optics to achieve observation in the infrared. Four planets are visible after
PSF subtraction of the host star (Marois et al. 2010).
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Figure 1.10: Mass vs. semi-major axis representation of all detec-
tion methods. Blue dots represent planets discovered with radial-
velocity technique, red dots those with transits, black dots with di-
rect imaging and orange dots with gravitational microlensing (Data from:
http://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/)
methods described before are collected. It is clear that each method is more
sensible to different kind of planets and planetary architectures.
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Chapter 2
Kepler and K2
Chapter 2 gives a general description of the Kepler spacecraft, how this
mission was started, what were the properties and the capabilities of the
spacecraft. Detailed information about the Kepler mission and its aim are
provided. Then how K2 mission was born and what are the properties of this
mission and capabilities with remaining two reaction wheels are presented.
2.1 Kepler
In 2009, Kepler was launched as an important National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) mission, which main goal was to search plan-
etary systems beyond solar system in order to catch transit events due to
exoplanets orbiting around stars. An important purpose is to find Earth-size
planets in the habitable zone of sun-like stars.
Almost all planets discovered before Kepler were giant planets, with a
size as that of Jupiter or larger. Kepler was instead searching for Earth-like
planets.
The Kepler mission made possible to find planets in a one-year orbit
around Sun-like stars. The spacecraft observed a field with high-precision
photometry in a 105-square-degrees area in the Cygnus and Lyra Constella-
tions which has nearly 165,000 stars. The plan was to observe this region of
the space for nearly 4 years imaging preselected objects. The obtained data
from these areas was downloaded to ground as small images.
Kepler also provided data for asteroseismology, nearby main sequence
stars with KP magnitude down to 12. With the information gathered from
these observations, astronomers could obtain characteristic data from so
many stars even from red giants. This was the main purpose of the Ke-
pler Asteroseismic Investigation (KAI) (Dalsgaard et al. 2010).
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A major goal of the KAI was to characterize the host stars in plane-
tary system using asteroseismology obtained from Kepler. Also, KAI made
possible to analyze evolutionary state, age of the stars and stellar rotation.
Therefore, the mission helped astronomers to understand the physics of the
internal and external structure of the stars.
2.1.1 The Goal of the Mission
The scientific goals of the Kepler mission were described in several papers
(e.g., Borucki et al. 2005, Koch et al. 2004, Koch et al. 2006) and can be
summarized as follows:
• To analyse the frequency of planets inside and around the habitable
zone of a lot of stars from different spectral types,
• To learn more about characteristics of candidate exoplanets,
• To determine the frequency and the orbital properties of exoplanets in
multi-planetary systems,
• To understand the stars that are in the multi-planetary system.
The main purpose of the mission was to find exoplanets in the habitable
zone around sun-like stars. For this range, nearly one year was needed to the
exoplanet to complete the orbital period around host star. In order to find
a reliable series, astronomers needed 4 transit events, which means almost 3
years required to detect a genuine exoplanet.
2.1.2 About the Spacecraft
Kepler contacted the ground two times in a week to upload the collected
data, get essential command to continue the mission and update spacecraft
status in order to understand whether it works properly or not. However, to
be in the space and especially far away from Earth makes it impossible to
fix any kind of breakdown.
2.1.3 Instrumentation
A 0.95-meter Schmidt telescope is operating on the Kepler Spacecraft, cov-
ering a wide field of view, nearly 105 square degrees. Kepler telescope is
equipped with 42 CCDs and 4 fine guidance sensors located on the corners
of the focal plane. Every CCD is made by two 1024 × 1024-pixel2 channels
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and the pixel scale is about 4 arcsec pixel−1 In figure 2.1 there is a picture of
this focal plane. In 2010, there was a failure with module 3 and then in 2014
there was a second in in module 7. Therefore, right now 76 remaining chan-
nels are active. Kepler focused the same area during the whole mission and
constantly followed up the brightness of nearly 100,000 stars for minimum
3.5 years.
2.1.4 Detection of Possible Candidates
When Kepler completed gathering data, it delivered it to the ground. Each
small stamp of pixel in which a given star was imaged was processed to
extract a light curve (using aperture photometry). Each raw light curve
was corrected for systematic trends that could harm the transit detectability.
When the best light curve was obtained, the light curve is searched for transit-
like events. If a given light curve shows different flux drops that could be
related to the presence of a planet, the object is promoted to Kepler Object of
Interest (KOI). The KOIs are then further analyzed to understand if they are
true, genuine candidates or spurious objects like blended eclipsing binaries
in the background of the target that can mime transit events.
If a star has not been discarded yet, different follow-ups (e.g., high-
contrast imaging) with other telescopes are performed. Objects that pass
these processes are called Kepler exoplanet candidates.
The validation tests are not perfect, since peculiar objects like multiple-
planet systems or circumbinary planets may show different features from the
classical single-planet transits.
More than 4696 planet candidates have been detected so far from all
missions, nearly 3396 of them have been confirmed and 2327 of them found
by Kepler (http://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/).
2.1.5 Reaction Wheel Failure
On July 14, 2012 while Kepler was doing its main mission, it had encountered
a reaction-wheel failure which was crucial for spacecraft to continue a proper
attitude control. Basically, Kepler had 4 reaction wheels. They were used
to slightly move and point the telescope, keeping the spacecraft stable.
Kepler only needed 3 reaction wheels to hold a stable pointing control
of the telescope. However, another reaction-wheel failure made spacecraft
unable to point its target field. NASA engineers focused on repairing two
reaction wheels or at least one to keep stable the telescope. Unfortunately,
they could not manage to restore them and stopped the Kepler main mission.
Spacecraft was kept in the safe mode until a solution was found.
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Figure 2.1: Kepler focal plane consists of 42 CCDs for high
quality scientific observation.On the corners, 4 guiding sensors are present.
(http://Kepler.nasa.gov/Mission/)
Then astronomers that contributed to the Kepler mission tried to find
a way to operate the mission with remaining two reaction wheels. After
different tests, Kepler team and NASA found a solution to continue to use
Kepler and its telescope. This way the new Kepler -2.0, or simply K2, mission
was able to continue its hunting with new feature and goals.
2.2 K2
More than two thousands transiting planets orbiting around their parent
stars have been discovered by Kepler since 2009. Unfortunately, in 2013
Kepler mission ended because of the failure of two Kepler -spacecraft reaction
wheels. For this reason Kepler was not able to keep the same accurate, stable
pointing as during the main mission. NASA found a way to maintain the
spacecraft stable using solar radiation pressure, the two still-working reaction
wheels and the spacecraft thrusters, and therefore continue to collect data.
This is how K2 born (Howell et al. 2014).
The name K2 could be chosen due to second Kepler mission or Kepler
spacecraft with two reaction wheels. The main purpose of the K2 is to
observe close to the ecliptic plane, imaging various target fields. The new K2
mission makes possible to observe new fields and gives opportunity to find
important objects in previously-avoided areas of the Galaxy.
K2 is operated in three different axes using remaining two reaction wheels
(Putnam & Weber, 2014). Figure 2.2 shows an outline of the three different
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Figure 2.2: Representation of spacecraft coordinate system and its main
components (Howell et al. 2014).
axes. Kepler team found a way to keep stable the spacecraft versus solar
radiation pressure. By pointing spacecraft away from the sun, keeping the
Keplers orbit and equalizing the solar panels of the Kepler using solar pres-
sure, they were able to produce a minimum disturbance along the X-axis
(Howell et al. 2014). With precision and carefully choice of the roll angle
and also rearranging the drift every 6 hours, the spacecraft can hold a steady
and accurate pointing. Besides, the remaining two reaction wheels keep the
spacecraft stable along Y and Z-axes.
K2 continues tracking and analyzing several field during the so-called K2
campaigns. The duration of each campaign is constrained by the Sun light
(figure 2.3) and it is restricted at about 75 days.
The total duration of one of the K2 campaigns is about 83 days, 75 days
of which are used to observe the target field and the remaining 8 days are
dedicated to either to preparation for the selection of the next campaign or
the downlink of the data. Figure 2.4 represents the outline of K2 campaigns.
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Figure 2.3: Example of Kepler spacecraft pointing during K2
(Howell et al. 2014). Every about 83 days the Kepler spacecraft has to rotate
in order to avoid Sun light entering in the telescope.
Up to now (2016, Oct 2), K2 has completed observing 10 campaigns.
According to NASA K2 website there are 17 fields that have been or are
planned to be observed and there will be even more of them in the future.
Figure 2.5 shows the location of the old campaigns and possible future cam-
paigns. During these 10 campaigns 11 open clusters (M 35, NGC 2158, M 45,
NGC 1647, Hyades, M 44, M 67, NGC 6717, M 21, M 18, M 25), 3 globular
clusters (M 4, M 80, M 19) and one nebula (M 8) has been observed. In this
thesis, I focused my exoplanet search in the open clusters M 35 and NGC
2158 imaged during K2 Campaign 0.
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Figure 2.4: Example of K2 campaign time line (Howell et al. 2014).
Figure 2.5: Overview of the already observed and planned K2 campaigns.
(http://Keplerscience.arc.nasa.gov/K2-fields.html)




In chapter three, I describe the method developed in Libralato et al. (2016a)
to extract high-precision photometry for faint stars and in crowded environ-
ments from K2 data. Hereafter, I will present the K2 data at the basis of
this thesis, and summarize the approach of Libralato et al. (2016a) for the
light-curve extraction and systematic correction.
In most of Kepler and K2 works, astronomers use aperture photome-
try. However, astronomers sometimes could not properly exploit their data
with it. Keplers undersampled images and stellar crowding make aperture
photometry hard to use to get high photometric precision.
A new method, that makes use of Point Spread Function (PSF) and high-
resolution catalogs, was presented by Libralato et al. (2016a). A key role
is made by PSF neighbor subtraction (subtracting a stars neighbors before
measuring its flux). By doing this, the light contamination effect during
the analysis were decreased, allowing a better measure of faint objects in
the area. Basically, there are four key ingredients for this process: image
reconstruction, reliable PSF models, photometry and high-angular-resolution
input list. Hereafter I will briefly discuss them.
3.1 Image Reconstruction
In this campaign, the authors focused on the open clusters M 35 and NGC 2158
and downloaded all target pixel files (TPFs) which have the data about time
series. Figure 3.1 shows the pointing of K2/Campaign 0 (hereafter C0). In-
stead of working with small, individual pixel stamps as those in the TPFs,
the authors reconstructed a full-frame image for each instant of the time se-
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of K2/C0 field of view.
(https://keplerscience.arc.nasa.gov/images/campaign selected/C0 selected.png)
ries of the TPF. This choice allowed the authors to better understand and
analyse the characteristic of the images. Furthermore, they constructed only
images for channel 81. 2422 images has beed used. In figure 3.2 these image
and channel can be seen.
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Figure 3.2: Example of full-frame image of K2/C0/channel-81 used in light-
curve extraction. The red rectangle represents the field of view of the Schmidt
input list (Nardiello et el. 2015). The cyan and green boxes point out
different zoomed-in regions around NGC 2158 (Libralato et al. 2016a) shown
in figure 3.4 for the zoom-in panels.
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3.2 Reliable Modelling of PSF
K2 PSF is undersampled. The undersampled PSF needs to be modelled
properly to measure position and flux of sources, otherwise wrong models
can contribute to the analyzed source with systematic errors, especially while
measuring flux and position of the source. Moreover, not corrected models
may cause spurious residuals during the neighbour-subtraction phase of the
light-curve extraction.
To model K2 PSF, the authors used the effective PSF approach of An-
derson & King (2000). The effective PSF is the convolution between the
instrumental PSF and the pixel response and sensitivity. The effective PSF
directly tell you how the flux of a star is distributed over the pixel in an
image. This is what is needed to measure position and flux of all stars.
However, undersampled PSFs suffer of a degeneracy between shape of the
PSF and stellar positions that must be broken to model the PSF. To this
task, dithered images, in which stars map different region of the pixels, are
required.
Kepler calibration data is not public available. Kepler main mission data
is not good for this task because the pointing was very stable and the stars
were almost fixed in the same position. However, during K2 mission the
Kepler spacecraft is not able to keep a stable pointing after the failure of
the two reaction wheels. Therefore, the stars move from one image to the
next one and map different regions of the detector. For this reason Libralato
et al. chose to use K2/C0 data itself to properly model the effective PSF
of channel-81. However, since it is not matter of this thesis, I will leave the
detailed description of the method to the paper of Libralato et al. (2016a).
The final result of the effective PSF model is a 21 × 21 array of points
that covers 5 × 5 pixel2 area. This is an average effective PSF for the entire
K2/C0 that lasted for 75 days. However, there is no instrument that has a
PSF that is so stable over time. If such average PSF was used for the neighbor
subtraction, it would have left some residuals that could have harmed the
flux measurement during the light-curve extraction. Therefore, Libralato et
al. (2016a) chose to perturb the average effective PSF and take into account
the temporal variation. Briefly, for each image they fit and subtracted the
average effective PSF to all bright stars. Then they collected all the residuals
and used them to adjust the PSF. This way they obtained one time-perturbed
effective PSF for each K2/C0/channel-81 image to use to measure position
and flux of all stars, and during the light-curve extraction. In figure 3.3
there is a comparison between a library effective PSF and a time perturbed
effective PSF. The difference between the two PSFs is clear.
These effective PSFs were then used to fit the position and flux of all
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Figure 3.3: Comparison between the average effective PSF (left) and a per-
turbed effective PSF (right) (Libralato et al. 2016a).
sources in each K2/C0/channel-81 exposure. These stellar catalogs were
used to link each K2/C0/channel-81 image to the high-angular-resolution
input list during the light-curve extraction (see section 3.5).
3.3 Photometry in K2 Images
Measuring photometry after neighbor subtraction provides more precise pho-
tometry on images than the original images (Nardiello et al. 2015), otherwise
the lights coming from the neighbors could contribute to the flux of the ob-
served object. After neighbor subtraction, aperture and PSF-fitting photom-
etry can be better performed on the target star even in crowded environments
as stellar clusters.
In order to get best photometric precision in K2 images, accurate PSF
models and a deep, complete input list need to be used (Nardiello et al.
2015). The K2 PSFs were obtained as described in section 3.2. The input
list cannot be obtained from K2 images because of Kepler pixel scale (∼4
arcsec pixel−1). Therefore, Libralato et al. (2016a) used the input list made
with another telescope with completely different angular resolution.
3.4 High Angular Resolution Input List
The input list has been created thanks to Asiago Schmidt Telescope. It is
made by 75 935 objects measured without any filter (white light, hereafter
N -filter magnitude; Nardiello et al. 2015). Using PSF fit, every source in
the Asiago Input Catalogue (AIC) was obtained from the stacked image.
Comparing the Schmidt stacked Schmidt image with K2 images, the Asi-
ago Schmidt image provides higher resolution that makes it possible to find
the location of the faint objects even in crowded environments such as that
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of two fields from K2 (left two panels) and Schmidt
stacked image (right two panels; Libralato et al. 2016a).
close to NGC 2158. In figure 3.4 a field close to NGC 2158 center is shown in
a K2 exposure and in the Asiago Schmidt stacked image with two different
zoom-in levels. Basically, it is hard to find faint objects in the presence of
nearby stars whose flux pollutes the pixels if low-angular-resolution images
are used.
3.5 Light-Curve Extraction
With all the previous ingredients, it is possible to extract light curves for all
stars in the high-angular-resolution input catalog using PSF and aperture
photometry with different apertures (1-, 3-, 5-, 10-px radius). This process
can be briefly explained as follows. For each object in AIC, Libralato et
al. (2016a) computed six-parameter linear transformations to convert the
AIC location of these targets into each K2 image reference frame. Only well-
measured and bright neighbours of objects in 100-pixel radius area were used
to compute the parameter of the transformations. If in this area there were
not at least ten stars as neighbors, then the area needed to be increased.
They extracted the light curves from the original and from the neighbor-
subtracted images. In the latter case, all close-by stars to a given target were
subtracted from the image before to measure its flux. Each AIC object was
measured with four different aperture sizes (1, 3, 5, 10-pixel radius) and also
with PSF-fitting photometry.
3.6 Light-Curve Detrending
Unstable pointing of the Kepler spacecraft after failures result in an effect
coming from its drift movement every 6 hours. Due to a non-perfect flat-
fielding, when the star moves across different pixels on the CCD it experiences
different intra- and inter-pixel sensitivity variations. These effects therefore
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correlate with the position of the star. To correct (detrend) these effects,
Libralato et al. (2016a) used all exposures of channel-81 obtained from C0,
also those in the first part of the campaign. Some papers used different
approach to correct this effect, e.g., self-flat-field method of Vanderburg &
Johnson (2014), or the Gaussian approach of Aigrain et al. (2015). In this
work (Libralato et al. 2016a) they used a look-up table of corrections, applied
using a bi-linear interpolation. In figure 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 there are some
examples of the raw and corrected light curves.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of the raw and corrected light curve of star #9171
obtained with PSF photometry. The period on the x-axis is given in days.
Horizontal red dashed lines are set at ±3.5σ around the median value (hori-
zontal red dotted line).
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of the raw and corrected light curve of star #9608
obtained with PSF photometry.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of the raw and corrected light curve of star #19169
obtained with 3-pixel aperture photometry.
Chapter 4
SEARCH FOR EXOPLANET
Chapter four is going to be about the process of finding exoplanets. My aim
is to search for exoplanets in crowded environments in open clusters M 35
and NGC 2158. I start by chosing the best photometric method to search for
the possible exoplanet signals. Then I explain which process and methods are
used to get the exoplanet signal. Finally I present some possible exoplanet
and eclipsing binary candidates and how their light curves look like. Also, I
explain whether these exoplanet candidates are genuine or not.
4.1 Sample Creation
For each usable light curve, we selected the photometric method that shows,
on average, the best photometric precision in the corresponding magnitude
interval. We used the 6.5h root-means-square (rms), a kind of rms measured
from the light curve after all features with the duration longer than 6.5h
where removed from the light curve using a running-median filter of 6.5 hour
window.
For bright stars aperture photometry works better. However, PSF pho-
tometry performs better on faint stars. I found that, 5- and 10- pixel aperture
photometry works better than 3-pixel photometry for very bright stars. Also,
PSF and 1-pixel aperture photometry performs better than 3-pixel aperture
photometry for faint stars. In figure 4.1 there is a representation of 6.5-h
rms for different size of the apertures as a function of Kepler and N -filter
(Asiago Schmidt) magnitude. As shown in top of figure 4.1, for N > −12.4
PSF-based and 1-pixel aperture photometry work better than 3-pixel aper-
ture photometry, while for N < −12.4 3-pixel aperture photometry performs
better than the previous two methods. In bottom panel of figure 4.1 there is
the same plot as on top but in calibrated KP magnitude to allow the reader
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a comparison with other published works on this topic.
4.2 Light-Curve Preparation and Outliers Clip-
ping
The detrended light curves may have outliers and long-term effects (system-
atic or intrinsic variability) that could harm the detectability of exoplanet
candidates. Therefore, the second thing we made was to remove them.
To get rid of these problem, we modeled long-term systematics and vari-
ability of the star using a 3th-order spline with 150 break points. Then we
subtracted this model to the light curve. This step makes it possible to better
detect any significant flux drop due to a planet or an eclipsing binary.
As described in Libralato et al. (2016a), thruster-jet-related events were
removed from the light curves, as well as the first 30 days of K2/C0 where
the pointing was very unstable. I will refer to these light curves as clean light
curves. Then I removed most of the outliers that were left in the light curve.
These outliers may harm detectability of possible exoplanet signal, there-
fore that they need to be clipped carefully otherwise signals due to exoplanets
could be lost. We proceeded as follows: we divided the light curve in several
bins and in each bin we computed median and 68.27-th percentile around
the median values. I excluded from the subsequent analysis all point that,
in each bin, were 3.5 σ brighter or 15 σ fainter than the median value. After
this process, I obtained light curves hereafter called as flat light curves.
4.3 BLS Periodogram and Normalization
After obtained the flat light curves removing outliers, we used Box-Least-
Squares (BLS) periodograms (Kovacs et al. 2002) implemented in VAR-
TOOLS program (Hartman and Bakos, 2016) to find transit-like events. BLS
is particularly effective in finding box-like flux drops in the light curves. For
each flat light curve, we applied BLS to find possible signals with periods
in the range of 0.5 and 75 days. Totally there were 54 922 light curves and
therefore obtained the same number of periodograms. Furthermore, we nor-
malized all periodograms to get rid of possible spurious detections in the
long-period regime as described in Vanderburg et al. (2016). Then we it-
eratively chosed the highest peak in periodograms that means the periods
that produce the highest Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), while removing false
frequencies around 6.5h or multiples as described in Libralato et al. (2016b)
and Nardiello et al. (2016).
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Figure 4.1: 6.5h rms as a function of the N -filter (Asiago Schmidt) magnitude
(top) and calibrated KP magnitude (bottom) for each photometric method.
The grey, dashed vertical line shows the limit at which PSF and 1-pixel
aperture photometry perform better than the other photometric methods
(faint stars).
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We then phased the light curves with such periods and visually inspected
them to detect any significant boxy-like shape referable to a planetary transit.
4.4 Light-Curve Analysis
To better analyze the 54 922 light curves, I have divided them into 15 groups
of 5000 light curves each.
Since we cannot visually inspect all light curves, we chose to select those
that showed a high SNR value for the highest peak in the periodograms.
A high-SNR peak in the periodogram indicate the presence of a significant
box-shape signal in the light curve with that period.
In figure 4.2 I plotted for the first group of light curves the SNR versus
period previously detected within the normalized periodograms of each light
curve. We selected by-hand the curves to analyze to get rid of the light
curves which highest peak in the periodogram was not high enough with
respect to the bulk of the points. Of course this is a compromise between
to do not visually inspect all light curves and miss some objects with boxy-
flux drops with a low SNR in the periodogram. In figure 4.2 the red line is
my by-hand selection threshold. After this selection, I had about 100 light
curves. I visually inspected each of them carefully. I also excluded eclipsing
binaries. Furthermore, for each eclipsing binary I checked the K2 variable
catalog (Libralato et al. 2016a) to check if it was a new discovery. The
light curves that show boxy-like flux drops were saved as possible exoplanet
candidates for further analysis. At the end of the by-eye analysis of all light
curves, totally 6 light curves were promising for an exoplanet search. The
others were marked as eclipsing binary or variables. In figures from 4.3 to
4.8 these clean and phased light curves can be seen.
4.4.1 Checking Close Variables
To understand if these six exoplanet candidates were genuine, I have looked
for close variable of these stars using K2 variable catalog (Libralato et al.
2016a) which contains 2849 variables. In the first iteration I searched within
20 Kepler pixels from each candidate to find eclipsing binaries that could
mime transit events. Then I looked within 43 Kepler pixels (nearly 200
Asiago Schmidt pixels). In figures from 4.9 to 4.12, top panel these close
variables can be seen in the field. Carefully checking each candidate even
with period of the close variables, it could be possible to understand that
only two of them were sufficiently isolated. In figures from 4.9 to 4.12, on
the bottom panel I show a comparisons between the closest variable and
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Figure 4.2: SNR as a function of the period of the first 5000 clean light
curves. Red line represents the threshold of by-hand selection. Red points
above the threshold were analyzed.
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Figure 4.3: The clean light curve (top) and the phased flat light curve (bot-
tom) for star #9171 (the period on the x-axis is given in days). The ”V”-
shape flux drop and its depth suggested a possible eclipsing binary.
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Figure 4.4: Same as in figure 4.3 but for star #9608.
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Figure 4.5: Same as in figure 4.3 but for star #13592.
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Figure 4.6: Same as in figure 4.3 but for star #19169. Period of the star is
consistent with 2.04-day periodicity effect.
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Figure 4.7: Same as in figure 4.3 but for star #32617.
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Figure 4.8: Same as in figure 4.3 but for star #25614. Period of the star is
three times of 2.04-day periodicity effect.
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possible host star. At the end of the process only two remaining possible
exoplanet candidates were left.
As can be seen in the figure 4.13 these two remaining light curves, LC.019169
and LC.025614 show a flux drop every 2.04 days or multiple of this value.
Although they were good candidates after lots of processes, some of the light
curves still show flux drops periodically that look boxy-like transits with pe-
riods 2.04 days (Libralato et al. 2016a). Not all stars exhibited this kind of
drop that could be a column-related over-correction of the Kepler pipeline.
This effect could be also caused by firing of jets every two days for the mo-
mentum dump (Howell et al. 2014; Lund et al. 2015). Due to lack of
detailed knowledge about this effect, it cannot be corrected easily and there
could still be a trace in the periodogram (as shown by Libralato et al 2016a).
Although it has some drawbacks, it makes possible to separate these events
from genuine eclipses/transits. Therefore, my last two candidates did not
survive since they were not real transits.
4.5 A New Sample Selection
In the previous analysis we used BLS to make the periodogram for each light
curve, and we selected the period with respect to the highest SNR, excluding
all peaks related to the 6.5h thruster-jet fires. However, as shown in the
previous section, there is also a 2.04-day periodicity. Therefore we repeated
the entire procedure excluding also these periods when selecting the peak in
the periodograms in order to increase the number of possible targets.
In figure 4.14 I plot SNR versus period for 5000 light curves obtained with
the previous procedure described in section 4.4 (left panel) and with the new
method described here (right panel). However, there are still some spikes
possibly caused by firing of jet in every 6.5 hours and also the periodicity
effect of 2.04 days. In order to analyze more stars, I have also put a flat SNR
threshold at nine, as can be seen in figure 4.14 (red line). By doing this,
I obtained 2481 light curves, out of 54 922. I have analyzed all these light
curves visually inspecting them and I excluded those already contained in the
K2 variable catalog of Libralato et al. (2016a). After these checks, only 130
objects were left. Then I have cross checked this list with my previous light-
curve list which was obtained as described in section 4.4. I found that 36 light
curves were also contained in the previous list and therefore I removed them.
I have checked the remaining 94 light curves in terms of transit depth (to
exclude eclipsing binaries), close variables, periodicities and possible mirror
effect that could be caused by the other stars.
After these procedures, I found that three objects showed in their light
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Figure 4.9: On the top panel, the black dot with red circle represents the
possible candidate, while black dots with blue circles represent the close
variables. There are 3 close variables nearby. On the bottom panel, there
is a comparison between star #9171 and its closest variable star #32418. It
can be seen that periods (on the x-axis is given in days) of these two stars
are nearly the same and they show almost the same amount of flux drop.
They probably are just eclipses due to close variables.
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Figure 4.10: Same as in figure 4.9 but for star #9608.
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Figure 4.11: Same as in figure 4.9 but for star #13592.
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Figure 4.12: Same as in figure 4.9 but for star #32617.
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Figure 4.13: Star #19169 is showing 2.04-day period, while the period of the
star #25614 is three times 2.04 day. These flux drops are just the effect of
the 2.04-day effect.
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Figure 4.14: SNR as a function of period for a sub-sample of the clean light
curves. To get rid of the spikes and 2.04-day effect, and to avoid to analyze
light curves with a low probability to present box-like signals, the threshold
(red line) is put at SNR=9.
curves the 2.04-day periodicity effect, 79 of them were eclipsing binary or
very close to them and the remaining 12 stars were promoted to exoplanet-
host candidates. In figures from 4.15 to 4.25, 10 out of 12 of these light
curves can be seen.
Analyzing more in detail these objects, I found that the flux drops in
their light curves were just noise, or due to eclipsing binaries or systematic
effects. The remaining two light curves (LC.007139 and LC.026448) survived
after these tests and were further studied.
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Figure 4.15: Clean light curve (top) and flat light curve phased with the
period (on the x-axis is given in days) found in the analysis (bottom) for star
#8581.
Figure 4.16: Same as in figure 4.15 but for star #17928.
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Figure 4.17: Same as in figure 4.15 but for star #22021.
Figure 4.18: Same as in figure 4.15 but for star #23113.
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Figure 4.19: Same as in figure 4.15 but for star #25189.
Figure 4.20: Same as in figure 4.15 but for star #25614.
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Figure 4.21: Same as in figure 4.15 but for star #26448.
Figure 4.22: Same as in figure 4.15 but for star #33474.
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Figure 4.23: Same as in figure 4.15 but for star #34488.
Figure 4.24: Same as in figure 4.15 but for star #34605.
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Figure 4.25: Same as in figure 4.15 but for star #73563.
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4.6 First Candidate: Star #7139
From now on, I mark this light curve as a possible exoplanet candidate. In
figure 4.26 it can be seen that the star could be a member of the NGC 2158
since it is within 0.1 deg from the cluster center. It is not part of the M 35
according to DANCe catalog (Bouy et al. 2015). In figure 4.26 I have used a
green circle to enclose most of NGC 2158 members close to the cluster center,
since I did not know the proper motions of these stars.
As it is clear, the star is very close to NGC 2158 center. Then I made
color-magnitude diagrams (CMD) of this star with different filters using the
catalog of Nardiello et al. (2015). As can be seen in figure 4.27 the red
dots represent the star. In the right CMD I used red horizontal line for the
location of the star due to lack of K2MASS band magnitude.
Furthermore, in figure 4.28 I made CMDs using only the stars within 0.1
deg from NGC 2158 center. Red dots and horizontal line again represent the
location of the star.
In figure 4.29 I analyzed its light curves with different apertures. Nor-
mally, if the flux drop is due to a close-by binary system, increasing aperture
sizes could show deeper flux drops in the light curve because more light would
fall inside the aperture. However, I did not observe this behavior. In figure
4.30 the PSF-based light curve is shown. The ”V” shape flux drop can be
observed clearly. This evidence, together with the location of the star in
the CMD (very close to the NGC 2158 main sequence, on the red side), let
me think that this star could be an eclipsing binary member of NGC 2158.
Proper motions and additional follow-ups are required to better characterize
this object.
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Figure 4.26: Position of all stars contained in the high-angular-resolution
input catalog of Nardiello et al. (2015) used by Libralato et al. (2016a)
for the light-curve extraction. The black points represent stars for which
Libralato et al. (2016a) obtained a light curve from K2/C0 data, while the
grey dots represents stars not imaged during this first K2 campaign. The
green cross represents the NGC 2158 cluster center and red dot shows the
position of the star #7139. The green circle of 0.1-deg radius encloses most
of NGC 2158 members.
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Figure 4.27: The color-magnitude diagrams obtained with the catalog from
Nardiello et al. (2015) Red dots represent the position of the star #7139 in
the CMDs. Since the K2MASS band magnitude of this star is not available, I
drew a red horizontal line as reference.
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Figure 4.28: Same as in figure 4.30 but using only stars within 0,1 deg from
NGC 2158 center.
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Figure 4.29: Clean and phased flat light curve of the star #7139 obtained
with 1-pixel (top panel), 3-pixel (middle panel) and 5-pixel (bottom panel)
aperture photometry.
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Figure 4.30: PSF-based light curve of this star #7139. In the middle and
bottom panels, I zoomed-in around the flux drop and its ”V” shape can be
seen more clearly.
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Figure 4.31: Same as figure 4.26. The red dot shows the position of the star
#26448.
4.7 Second Candidate: Star #26448
The light curve LC.026448 was looking very promising. I checked the location
of the star and it was not located near the NGC 2158 center. In figure 4.31
the location of the star can be seen as red dot. According to DANCe catalog
proper motions, this star is not a member of M 35, therefore there is a high
probability that is a field star.
Furthermore, when I checked the color-magnitude diagrams, I understood
that probably it was not part of the NGC 2158 and M 35 and again it looks
like it is a field star. The location of this star in different CMD can be seen
in figure 4.32. Again these CMDs were created using the catalog of Nardiello
et al. (2015).
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Figure 4.32: Same as figure 4.27, but for the star #26448.
In figure 4.33, I have compared the light curves obtained with different
pixel apertures and found that the larger the aperture the deeper the flux
drop. However, there is not any evident close-by eclipsing binary. There-
fore for this object additional follow-ups and analysis are required. Another
possibility of this flux drop could be uncorrected systematic effects.
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Figure 4.33: 3-pixels aperture-photometry light curve for this star #26448.
In middle and bottom panels, I zoomed-in close to the flux drop.




In this project, I have worked on the Kepler/K2 Campaign 0 data focusing
on the open clusters M 35 and NGC 2158 to search for possible transiting
exoplanet candidates. I used the light curves extracted by Libralato et al.
(2016a). In their work, they used a high-angular-resolution input catalog
and PSFs to subtract all close-by neighbors to a given target star before
measuring its flux. This way they showed that they were able to decrease
the light dilution effects and to obtain high-precision photometry for faint
stars and in crowded environments.
First of all, I compared classical aperture photometry (with different aper-
ture radii: 1 pixel, 3 pixels, 5 pixels, 10 pixels) with PSF photometry and
understood that while 3-, 5-, 10-pixels aperture photometric methods per-
form better for bright stars, PSF and 1-pixel aperture photometric methods
work best for faint stars (KP >15.5) and in crowded environments.
Among all light curves obtained for the stars in the open clusters M 35
and NGC 2158, I found two (out of 54 922) light curves that show possible
transit signals. One of them (star #26448) shows only one transit over the
entire K2/C0. This flux drop could be due to an uncorrected systematic,
blended eclipsing binary or a genuine transiting exoplanet with an orbital
period greater than 35 days. I analyzed its light curves and its location in
the CMDs and I was not able to rule out any of the previous conclusions.
The second object (star #7139) is probably a NGC 2158 eclipsing binary
accordingly to its location in the CMD and its ”V”-shape flux drops. For
these two objects more data is needed in order to understand their true
nature.
The PSF-based approach developed by Nardiello et al. (2015) and Li-
bralato et al. (2016a) can be used with every kind of data obtained either
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from ground-based or space-based facilities. Future mission like TESS (Tran-
siting Exoplanet Survey Satellite; Ricker et al. 2014) and PLATO (PLAn-
etary Transits and stellar Observation; Rauer et al. 2014) will observe dif-
ferent fields across the Galaxy to search for transiting exoplanets and this
PSF-based light-curve extraction method will be very useful to analyze all
crowded environments will be imaged.
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